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Sven von Boetticher

Stool height in mm
adjustable via strap, red

100U

Product design:

Stool

UPIS1 effortlessly and attractively combines

450-630

Colours

two approaches: motion and mobility at
the work station. In doing so, it offers a flexible solution for temporary collaboration

black / grey-white / lemon yellow / salmon orange / pastel turquoise

/ / / /

in any place, at any time, for any occasion.

Soft seat inlay

At the same time UPIS1 also encourages

basalt grey

motion as a seat in itself: the rounded

Non-slip base

base allows for flexibility in all directions

basalt grey

and erases the supposed conflict between

Assembled in sales packaging

sitting and motion. Simplicity, intuitive

Edition

Option

operability and clear, reduced forms allow
UPIS1 to fit any architectural surrounding.
The eye-catching red belt strap plays the
double role of adjustment handle and characteristic design attribute, bringing the cas-

7+1.

ual functionality of UPIS1 to the fore. UPIS1
was developed by Sven von Boetticher’s
award-winning design agency ID AID.
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Sustainability:
Down to the last minute detail, UPIS1 follows the Interstuhl philosophy and
combines modern seating with efficiency and applied sustainability: 50% of
the product is made from recycled materials. Completely without composites
and bonding agents. UPIS1 offers quality and longevity. This is reflected in
the 10-year manufacturer guarantee.

Want to find out more about UP IS1 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/movy
Warranty*
(10 years)

Environmentallyresponsibly produced
quality

*UP IS1 is not suitable for outdoor use

GS-tested

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 04/16 TN: 1WUP _ PRO01 _ DEDE
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Fresh ideas are a matter of position. UPIS1 makes for dynamic
seating and thinking: The stool with its round base acts as an
active invitation to move. As the ideal co-working solution it
is present wherever spontaneous and creative minds come
to work together.
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UPIS1 sets your daily routine in motion. The intelligent
multi functional stool follows its owner through spontaneous conversations, workshops, meetings and brainstorming sessions, keeping the user mobile and the agenda
flexible. With five colour variations it is an upbeat product
that seamlessly fits any room. Additionally, thanks to the
infinitely variable height adjustment it provides uncomplicated seating comfort.

